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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than
two million copies in print! The premier resource for
how to deliver results in an uncertain world, whether
you’re running an entire company or in your first
management job. “A must-read for anyone who
cares about business.”—The New York Times When
Execution was first published, it changed the way we
did our jobs by focusing on the critical importance of
“the discipline of execution”: the ability to make the
final leap to success by actually getting things done.
Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan now reframe their
empowering message for a world in which the old
rules have been shattered, radical change is
becoming routine, and the ability to execute is more
important than ever. Now and for the foreseeable
future: • Growth will be slower. But the company that
executes well will have the confidence, speed, and
resources to move fast as new opportunities
emerge. • Competition will be fiercer, with
companies searching for any possible advantage in
every area from products and technologies to
location and management. • Governments will take
on new roles in their national economies, some as
partners to business, others imposing constraints.
Companies that execute well will be more attractive
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to government entities as partners and suppliers and
better prepared to adapt to a new wave of regulation.
• Risk management will become a top priority for
every leader. Execution gives you an edge in
detecting new internal and external threats and in
weathering crises that can never be fully predicted.
Execution shows how to link together people,
strategy, and operations, the three core processes of
every business. Leading these processes is the real
job of running a business, not formulating a “vision”
and leaving the work of carrying it out to others.
Bossidy and Charan show the importance of being
deeply and passionately engaged in an organization
and why robust dialogues about people, strategy,
and operations result in a business based on
intellectual honesty and realism. With paradigmatic
case histories from the real world—including
examples like the diverging paths taken by Jamie
Dimon at JPMorgan Chase and Charles Prince at
Citigroup—Execution provides the realistic and hardnosed approach to business success that could
come only from authors as accomplished and
insightful as Bossidy and Charan.
Ready for Better Business RESULTS?In this
practical guide for small to mid-sized companies,
Stephen Lynch takes you through the proven
strategic planning and business execution processes
you need to drive better business RESULTS. This is
not just theory. Stephen works in the trenches. As
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Chief Operating Officer of RESULTS.com - the
Business Execution Experts - he knows what it's like
to run and grow a business. Business Execution for
RESULTS sets out a framework that utilizes best-ofbreed concepts and tools. It's a process that
thousands of RESULTS.com clients all around the
world use to get RESULTS. RESULTS.com's
business model gives it a unique and privileged
insight into what really works and what doesn't when
creating and executing a winning strategy. To save
you from spending several lifetimes trying to figure it
out on your own, this book will show you:- Why it all
starts with a big goal- The importance of strategy
(and why Jim Collins was wrong)- How to analyze
your industry the right way- How to choose your
game and play that game to win- Why most
companies get their SWOT analyses wrong- How to
make your performance visible- How to really hold
your people accountable In Business Execution for
RESULTS, Stephen replicates the methodology he
personally uses when he works with leadership
teams of small and mid-sized firms globally. It
incorporates the best of dozens of effective business
practices modified to work together in a process that
will help you get RESULTS.
A Simple system to help your team execute better
and faster All growing companies encounter ceilings
of complexity, usually when they hit certain
employee or revenue milestones. In order to burst
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through ceiling after ceiling and innovate with
growth, a company must develop a reliable system
that prompts leaders to be proactive and pivot when
the need arises. Drawing on his experience as a
successful serial entrepreneurial and speaker,
author Patrick Thean demonstrates how to identify
the signs of setbacks before they occur, track those
signs, and make adjustments to keep your plan on
track and accelerate growth. Thean introduces a
simple system to empower everyone in your
company to be focused, aligned, and accountable, a
three-rhythm process for effective execution: • Think
Rhythm: A rhythm of strategic thinking to keep your
teams focused and working on the future of your
business. • Plan Rhythm: A rhythm of planning that
will allow you to choose the right priorities and get
your departments or divisions aligned with those
priorities. • Do Rhythm: A rhythm of executing your
plan and making effective and timely adjustments
every week. Thean’s process applies to any growing
business and ensures that your organization gets
into the habit of achieving success, week after week,
quarter after quarter, year after year.
Recognize, develop, and embody great leadership
Seven Disciplines of A Leader is a comprehensive
manual for building better leaders. Author and
executive coach Jeff Wolf is a respected authority on
leadership, and his strategies and inspiration have
fostered dramatic growth in some of the nation's top
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companies. In this book, he shares the secrets of
great leadership to help readers align professional
development and exemplify these traits themselves.
Each of the Disciplines is valuable on its own, but
together they add up to more than a sum of their
parts, and work synergistically to propel leaders to
higher and higher effectiveness and companies to
better and better business. From initiative, to
planning, to community service, readers will gain
deep insight into what separates the good from the
great, and how organizations can nurture these
qualities in their employees with leadership potential.
A good leader gets results, but a great leader
inspires every single member of the team to reach
their utmost potential every single time. A great
leader makes everyone shine, and provides the
vision, the tools, and the support people need to do
their very best work. This book describes how it's
done, and how greatness can be learned. Discover
the traits that make leaders great Align leadership
development training to maximize potential Foster
the right attitudes and behaviors for better outcomes
Build a culture of sustainable success that
permeates the organization Individual achievement
is great, but fostering a culture of achievement sends
business into the future on an upward trajectory. It's
more than just a single inspired employee; it's about
recognizing the signs of potential leadership and
nurturing them to fruition throughout the
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organization. Seven Disciplines of A Leader is the
field guide to great leadership.
Over seven years, 45 of the world's top investors
were given between $25 and $150m to invest by
fund manager Lee Freeman-Shor. His instructions
were simple. There was only one rule. They could
only invest in their ten best ideas to make money. It
seemed like a foolproof plan to make a lot of money.
What could possibly go wrong? These were some of
the greatest minds at work in the markets today from top European hedge fund managers to Wall
Street legends. But most of the investors' great ideas
actually lost money. Shockingly, a toss of a coin
would have been a better method of choosing
whether or not to invest in a stock. Nevertheless,
despite being wrong most of the time, many of these
investors still ended up making a lot of money. How
could they be wrong most of the time and still be
profitable? The answer lay in their hidden habits of
execution, which until now have only been guessed
at from the outside world. This book lays bare those
secret habits for the first time, explaining them with
real-life data, case studies and stories taken from
Freeman-Shor's unique position of managing these
investors on a day-to-day basis. A riveting read for
investors of every level, this book shows you exactly
what to do and what not to do when your big idea is
losing or winning - and demonstrates conclusively
why the most important thing about investing is
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always the art of execution.
The authors bring their experience as consultants to
the managers of such large companies as
CocaCola, Dupont, and Ford to bear on the quest for
continual, profitable growth, showing companies in
any industry how to foster it. Reprint. 25,000 first
printing.
From the bestselling author of What the CEO Wants
You to Know? How to rethink sales from the outside
in We have to face the truth: the process of selling is
broken. Customers have more choices and are
under intense pressure. Yet few companies are
facing this reality. When they don't, a lingering
malaise sets in. More than ever these days, the
sales process tends to be a war about price-a
frustrating, unpleasant war that takes all the fun out
of selling. But there's a better way to think about
sales, says bestselling author Ram Charan, who is
famous for clarifying and simplifying difficult business
problems. What the customer wants you to know is
how his or her business works, so you can help
make it work better. It sounds simple, but there's a
catch: you won't be able to do that with your
traditional sales approach. Instead of starting with
your product or service, start with your customer's
problems. Focus on becoming your customer's
trusted partner, someone he can turn to for creative,
cost-effective solutions that are based on your deep
knowledge of his values, goals, problems, and
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customers. This book defines a new approach to
selling which Charan calls value creation selling-that
while radical is nonetheless practical. VCS has been
battle-tested in companies in a variety of industries,
such as Unifi, Mead-Westvaco, and Thomson
Financial. It will enable you to: • Gain a deeper
knowledge of your customer's problems •
Understand how your customer's company really
makes decisions • Help your customer improve
margins and drive revenue growth • Connect sales
with other key functions such as finance and
manufacturing • Come up with new customized
offerings • Make price much less of an issue VCS
gets you out of the hell of commoditization and low
prices. It differentiates you from the competition,
paving the way to better pricing, better margins, and
higher revenue growth, built on win-win relationships
that deepen over time. Someday, every company will
listen more closely to the customer, and every
manager will realize that sales is everyone?s
business, not just the sales department?s. In the
meantime, this eye-opening book will show you how
to get started.
Proposing an entirely new governance model to
unleash innovation throughout local government At a
time when trust is dropping precipitously and
American government at the national level has fallen
into a state of long-term, partisan-based gridlock,
local government can still be effective—indeed more
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effective and even more responsive to the needs of
its citizens. Based on decades of direct experience
and years studying successful models around the
world, the authors of this intriguing book propose a
new operating system (O/S) for cities. Former mayor
and Harvard professor Stephen Goldsmith and New
York University professor Neil Kleiman suggest
building on the giant leaps that have been made in
technology, social engagement, and big data. Calling
their approach "distributed governance," Goldsmith
and Kleiman offer a model that allows public officials
to mobilize new resources, surface ideas from
unconventional sources, and arm employees with
the information they need to become pre-emptive
problem solvers. This book highlights lessons from
the many innovations taking place in today’s cities
to show how a new O/S can create systemic
transformation. For students of government, A New
City O/S: The Power of Distributed Governance
presents a groundbreaking strategy for rethinking the
governance of cities, marking an important evolution
of the current bureaucratic authority-based model
dating from the 1920s. More important, the book is
designed for practitioners, starting with public-sector
executives, managers, and frontline workers. By
weaving real-life examples into a coherent model,
the authors have created a step-by-step guide for all
those who would put the needs of citizens front and
center. Nothing will do more to restore trust in
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government than solutions that work. A New City
O/S: The Power of Distributed Governance puts
those solutions within reach of those public officials
responsible for their delivery.
Praise for The Work of Leaders "The Work of
Leaders is a bright gem of a book. In a crystal clear
and to-the-point style, the authors make leadership
instantly accessible with a memorable model, rock
solid fundamentals, original research, compelling
stories, and highly practical tips for putting the
principles to immediate use. There are invaluable
lessons on every page, and you'll enjoy discovering
each one. We highly recommend The Work of
Leaders to anyone who aspires to make
extraordinary things happen in organizations." —JIM
KOUZES & BARRY POSNER, authors of the
bestselling The Leadership Challenge® "Clear,
distinctive, intuitive, and deeply researched, The
Work of Leaders gives every reader not only several
'a-ha!' moments, but smart, meaningful suggestions
for changing the way we all lead." —ELAINE BIECH,
author of The Business of Consulting "The authors
have indeed done their homework! Their combined
expertise and engaging writing gives their readers a
one-stop shop for understanding and improving the
way we lead. Bravo!" —BEVERLY KAYE, coauthor of
Love 'Em or Lose 'Em "The Work of Leaders shows
you how to create a thriving organization by setting a
vision and then collaborating with your people to
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guide your company to success. It is the strategic
tool you need to move your business forward, with
imaginative writing and a practical approach you can
use right away." —TOM MCKEE, CEO, The Ken
Blanchard Companies "Anyone who is in a
leadership position or is responsible for evaluating
leaders should make this book a must-read.
Collectively, the book's authors are unique in their
knowledge, background and ability, which is what
distinguishes this great piece of work from others of
its kind." —SIDNEY FELTENSTEIN, former CEO,
Yorkshire Global Restaurants
This new text provides comprehensive coverage of
exploration seismology and elements of geology
pertinent to exploration geology. It is profusely
illustrated and contains workshops to aid
understanding. Several appendices explain the
math, equations, and answers of the selected
exercise questions.
COVID-19 is speeding up history, but how? What is
the shape of the world to come? Lenin once said,
"There are decades when nothing happens and
weeks when decades happen." This is one of those
times when history has sped up. CNN host and bestselling author Fareed Zakaria helps readers to
understand the nature of a post-pandemic world: the
political, social, technological, and economic
consequences that may take years to unfold. Written
in the form of ten "lessons," covering topics from
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natural and biological risks to the rise of "digital life"
to an emerging bipolar world order, Zakaria helps
readers to begin thinking beyond the immediate
effects of COVID-19. Ten Lessons for a PostPandemic World speaks to past, present, and future,
and, while urgent and timely, is sure to become an
enduring reflection on life in the early twenty-first
century.
Plan and design robust security architectures to
secure your organization's technology landscape
and the applications you develop Key Features
Leverage practical use cases to successfully
architect complex security structures Learn risk
assessment methodologies for the cloud, networks,
and connected devices Understand cybersecurity
architecture to implement effective solutions in
medium-to-large enterprises Book Description
Cybersecurity architects work with others to develop
a comprehensive understanding of the business'
requirements. They work with stakeholders to plan
designs that are implementable, goal-based, and in
keeping with the governance strategy of the
organization. With this book, you'll explore the
fundamentals of cybersecurity architecture:
addressing and mitigating risks, designing secure
solutions, and communicating with others about
security designs. The book outlines strategies that
will help you work with execution teams to make
your vision a concrete reality, along with covering
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ways to keep designs relevant over time through
ongoing monitoring, maintenance, and continuous
improvement. As you progress, you'll also learn
about recognized frameworks for building robust
designs as well as strategies that you can adopt to
create your own designs. By the end of this book,
you will have the skills you need to be able to
architect solutions with robust security components
for your organization, whether they are infrastructure
solutions, application solutions, or others. What you
will learn Explore ways to create your own
architectures and analyze those from others
Understand strategies for creating architectures for
environments and applications Discover approaches
to documentation using repeatable approaches and
tools Delve into communication techniques for
designs, goals, and requirements Focus on
implementation strategies for designs that help
reduce risk Become well-versed with methods to
apply architectural discipline to your organization
Who this book is for If you are involved in the
process of implementing, planning, operating, or
maintaining cybersecurity in an organization, then
this security book is for you. This includes security
practitioners, technology governance practitioners,
systems auditors, and software developers invested
in keeping their organizations secure. If you're new
to cybersecurity architecture, the book takes you
through the process step by step; for those who
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already work in the field and have some experience,
the book presents strategies and techniques that will
help them develop their skills further.
Charan has seen the business world from both ends
of the spectrum. While growing up in India, working
in his family shoe business, he came to understand
how a business works and the critical elements of
success. A powerful lesson in what is really
important in business, this remarkable book takes
the lessons of the peddler and reveals how they can
be used by the rest of us.
Excellence in Execution is about how to execute
strategy. Leaders today recognize that they need to
have the ability to craft strategy and that they require
the skills to execute it. But almost all books, blogs,
talks, articles and other material discuss “why”
execution is important, not how to achieve
excellence in execution. Excellence in Execution
aims to start where almost all leave off. It takes the
reader on the implementation journey and is in two
parts. Part One addresses "Transforming the
Approach." It focuses on changing the current
thinking and attitude of leaders. Two thirds of
strategy execution still fail and a different approach
is required. A new language and terms are
introduced such as, Strategy Cadence, Execution
Juxtaposition, Decoding the Execution Challenge,
Mavericks Network, Review Rhythm and the Three
Themes Broad of Execution. Part Two is about
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"Making It Your Own" and explains how to do this by
providing the required mindset, skillset and toolset. It
explains in detail what is required to:
In an anticipated book on business management for
our time, Jack Welch surveys the landscape of his
career running General Electric, one of the world's
largest and most successful corporations. Here he
reveals his philosophy and management style.
Argues that developing and implementing an
execution strategy plan which involves all employees
will ensure that small and midsized companies will
be able to manage growth, remain innovative, and
increase profitability.
During the brutal crucible of Navy SEAL training,
instructors often tell students to "embrace the suck." This
phrase conveys the one lesson that is vital for any SEAL
hopeful to learn: lean into the suffering and get
comfortable being very uncomfortable. In this powerful,
no-nonsense guide, Navy SEAL combat veteran turned
leadership expert Brent Gleeson teaches you how to
transform every area of your life--the Navy SEAL way.
Can anyone develop this level of resilience? Gleeson
breaks it down to a Challenge-Commitment-Control
mindset. He reveals how resilient people view difficulties
as a Challenge, where obstacles and failures are
opportunities for growth. Next, they have a strong
emotional Commitment to their goals and are not easily
distracted or deterred. Finally, resilient people focus their
energy on the things within their Control, rather than
fixating on factors they can't impact. Embrace the Suck
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provides an actionable roadmap that empowers you to
expand your comfort zone to live a more fulfilling,
purpose-driven life. Through candid storytelling,
behavioral science research, and plenty of selfdeprecating humor, Gleeson shows you how to use pain
as a pathway, reassess your values, remove temptation,
build discipline, suffer with purpose, fail successfully,
transform your mind, and achieve more of the goals you
set
*A Wall Street Journal bestseller* The forces driving
today's world of structural change create sharp bends in
the road that can lead to major explosions in your
existing market space. But exponential change also
offers exponential opportunities. How do you leverage
change to go on the offense? The Attacker's Advantage
is the game plan for winning in an era of ambiguity,
volatility, and complexity, when every leader and every
business is being challenged in new and unexpected
ways. Ram Charan, harnessing an unequalled depth and
breadth of experience working with leaders and
companies around the globe, provides tested, practical
tools to help you: Build the perceptual acuity to see
around corners and detect, ahead of others, those forces
-- especially people, who are the catalysts of change -that could radically reshape a company or industry Have
the mindset to see opportunity in uncertainty Commit to a
new path forward despite the unknowns, positioning your
business to make the next move ahead of competitors
Break the blockages that can hold your company back
Know when to accelerate and when to shift the shortterm and long-term balance Make your organization agile
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and steerable by aligning people, priorities, decisionmaking power, budgeting and capital allocation, and key
performance indicators to the new realities of the
marketplace The Attacker's Advantage provides a stark
and simple challenge: stay in a legacy world of
incremental gains or defensiveness, or be an attacker by
creating a new world, scaling it up quickly, ahead of the
traditional players.
In this Wall Street Journal and BusinessWeek bestseller,
Michigan Business School guru and worldwide
consultant Noel Tichy brings his special brand of
organisational transformation to a practical level that
guarantees a leader at every level of an organisation.
Why do some companies consistently win in the
marketplace while others struggle from crisis to crisis?
The answer, says Noel Tichy, is that winning companies
possess a "Leadership Engine" , a proven system for
creating dynamic leaders at every level. Technologies,
products and economies constantly change. To get
ahead and stay ahead, companies need agile, flexible,
innovative leaders who can anticipate change and
respond to new realities swiftly. Tichy explains that
everyone has untapped leadership potential that can be
developed winning leaders and winning organisations
have figured out how to do this. In this acclaimed
bestseller, Tichy offers colourful and insightful bestpractice examples from dozens of leaders gathered from
decades of research and practical experience.
"How do you gain an edge in the digital age? In this
lively, accessible guide, Ram Charan, bestselling author
and advisor to some of the world's top CEOs, dissects
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the changing nature of competitive advantage, illustrating
what it takes for companies--old and new alike--to
compete against digital giants like Amazon, Alibaba, and
Google. In today's business world, good strategy isn't
just about preserving market share or building moats to
ward off competitors. In the digital age, the most
successful companies look at everything through a single
lens: How can we create a better end-to-end consumer
experience? As Jeff Bezos says, "When given the choice
of obsessing over competitors or obsessing over
customers, we always obsess over customers." Filled
with behind-the-scenes stories of companies like Netflix,
Amazon, Fidelity, and Alibaba, Rethinking Competitive
Advantage highlights the tools these behemoths have
relied on to reimagine customer experience and build
competitive advantage: platform, data, and ecosystem.
These companies don't just develop channels of
distribution, they constantly crunch numbers, use
algorithms to improve products, and create an
ecosystem with outside sellers and their supply chain,
where a stream of new innovations reinvigorates the
customer's experience and creates new sources of
revenue. Today's companies imagine market spaces that
don't yet exist, ones with the potential to grow 10x or
100x--and they are willing to spend cash now on the
promise of exponential profits down the road. To execute
their objectives, these companies build strong, nimble,
team-centered workforces that upend traditional
hierarchy, forming a "social engine" that drives
innovation under visionary leaders. Whether you're in the
C-Suite of a Fortune 500 company or brainstorming the
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next digital start-up from your garage, Rethinking
Competitive Advantage is the ultimate primer on
competitive advantage today, revealing the "secret
sauce" behind some of the world's leading
companies--and showing you what you must do to
compete"-In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through
the roughest boot camp in the universe and into battle
with the Terran Mobile Infantry in what historians would
come to call the First Interstellar War
Hartman, author of the bestselling "NETREADY,"
identifies the central ingredients that help certain
companies to get beyond the wall and thrive--and shows
how to instill these ingredients in an organization.
The measure of the executive, Peter Drucker reminds
us, is the ability to 'get the right things done'. Usually this
involves doing what other people have overlooked, as
well as avoiding what is unproductive. He identifies five
talents as essential to effectiveness, and these can be
learned; in fact, they must be learned just as scales must
be mastered by every piano student regardless of his
natural gifts. Intelligence, imagination and knowledge
may all be wasted in an executive job without the
acquired habits of mind that convert these into results.
One of the talents is the management of time. Another is
choosing what to contribute to the particular
organization. A third is knowing where and how to apply
your strength to best effect. Fourth is setting up the right
priorities. And all of them must be knitted together by
effective decision-making. How these can be developed
forms the main body of the book. The author ranges
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widely through the annals of business and government to
demonstrate the distinctive skill of the executive. He
turns familiar experience upside down to see it in new
perspective. The book is full of surprises, with its fresh
insights into old and seemingly trite situations.
American democratic capitalism is in danger. How can
we save it? For its first two hundred years, the American
economy exhibited truly impressive performance. The
combination of democratically elected governments and
a capitalist system worked, with ever-increasing levels of
efficiency spurred by division of labor, international trade,
and scientific management of companies. By the nation's
bicentennial celebration in 1976, the American economy
was the envy of the world. But since then, outcomes
have changed dramatically. Growth in the economic
prosperity of the average American family has slowed to
a crawl, while the wealth of the richest Americans has
skyrocketed. This imbalance threatens the American
democratic capitalist system and our way of life. In this
bracing yet constructive book, world-renowned business
thinker Roger Martin starkly outlines the fundamental
problem: We have treated the economy as a machine,
pursuing ever-greater efficiency as an inherent good. But
efficiency has become too much of a good thing. Our
obsession with it has inadvertently shifted the shape of
our economy, from a large middle class and smaller
numbers of rich and poor (think of a bell-shaped curve)
to a greater share of benefits accruing to a thin tail of
already-rich Americans (a Pareto distribution). With lucid
analysis and engaging anecdotes, Martin argues that we
must stop treating the economy as a perfectible machine
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and shift toward viewing it as a complex adaptive system
in which we seek a fundamental balance of efficiency
with resilience. To achieve this, we need to keep in mind
the whole while working on the component parts; pursue
improvement, not perfection; and relentlessly tweak
instead of attempting to find permanent solutions. Filled
with keen economic insight and advice for citizens,
executives, policy makers, and educators, When More Is
Not Better is the must-read guide for saving democratic
capitalism.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY
BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER
THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real
Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library
Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next
Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020)
FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of”
Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon
Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar *
BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews *
Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily *
Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches
Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub *
The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News *
SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot *
Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of The
Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The
Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times
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bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of
desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten
by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and
continents, across history and art, as a young
woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark
on the world. But everything changes when, after
nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young
man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her
name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The moment is right for critical reflection on what has
been assumed to be a core part of schooling. In
Ungrading, fifteen educators write about their diverse
experiences going gradeless. Some contributors are
new to the practice and some have been engaging in
it for decades. Some are in humanities and social
sciences, some in STEM fields. Some are in higher
education, but some are the K-12 pioneers who led
the way. Based on rigorous and replicated research,
this is the first book to show why and how faculty
who wish to focus on learning, rather than sorting or
judging, might proceed. It includes honest reflection
on what makes ungrading challenging, and
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testimonials about what makes it transformative.
CONTRIBUTORS: Aaron Blackwelder Susan D.
Blum Arthur Chiaravalli Gary Chu Cathy N. Davidson
Laura Gibbs Christina Katopodis Joy Kirr Alfie Kohn
Christopher Riesbeck Starr Sackstein Marcus
Schultz-Bergin Clarissa Sorensen-Unruh Jesse
Stommel John Warner
Examines the reasons why companies lose their
best employees, which range from poor
management to toxic work environments, and offers
advice on boosting employee confidence.
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and
hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the
human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man
Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is
neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain?
Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain
science explains all of this and more An astonishing
new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing
the centuries-old notion that the human brain is
immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to
change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge,
M.D., traveled the country to meet both the brilliant
scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing
powers, and the people whose lives they’ve
transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain
damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable.
We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired
itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to
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see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging
brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak,
children with cerebral palsy learning to move with
more grace, depression and anxiety disorders
successfully treated, and lifelong character traits
changed. Using these marvelous stories to probe
mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture,
and education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely
moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the
way we look at our brains, human nature, and
human potential.
The new grand theory of leadership by Ram Charan
. . . The breakthrough book that links know-how—the
skills of people who know what they are doing— with
the personal and psychological traits of the
successful leader.How often have you heard
someone with a commanding presence deliver a
bold vision that turned out to be nothing more than
rhetoric and hot air? All too often we mistake the
appearance of leadership for the real deal. Without a
doubt, intelligence, vision, and the ability to
communicate are important. But something big is
missing: the know-how of running a business—the
capacity to take it in the right direction, do the right
things, make the right decisions, deliver results, and
leave the people and the business better off than
they were before.For well over four decades, Ram
Charan has been learning in the most visceral way
the underlying reasons why leaders succeed and
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fail. As one of the most influential advisers to top
management teams of leading companies around
the world, he has had a front-row seat to observe the
cause and effect of leadership practices and
behaviors.Ram Charan’s insight into the real
content of leadership provides you with the eight
fundamental skills needed for success in the twentyfirst century: • Positioning (and, when necessary,
repositioning) your business by zeroing in on the
central idea that meets customer needs and makes
money• Connecting the dots by pinpointing patterns
of external change ahead of others• Shaping the
way people work together by leading the social
system of your business• Judging people by getting
to the truth of a person• Molding high-energy, highpowered, high-ego people into a working team of
leaders in which they equal more than the sum of
their parts• Knowing the destination where you want
to take your business by developing goals that
balance what the business can become with what it
can realistically achieve• Setting laser-sharp
priorities that become the road map for meeting your
goals• Dealing creatively and positively with societal
pressures that go beyond the economic value
creation activities of your businessKnow-How is the
missing link of leadership. By showing how the eight
know-hows link to, interact with, and reinforce
personal and psychological traits, Ram Charan
provides a holistic and innovative portrait of
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successful leaders of the twenty-first century.
BUSINESS STRATEGY. "The 4 Disciplines of
Execution "offers the what but also how effective
execution is achieved. They share numerous
examples of companies that have done just that, not
once, but over and over again. This is a book that
every leader should read! (Clayton Christensen,
Professor, Harvard Business School, and author of
"The Innovator s Dilemma)." Do you remember the
last major initiative you watched die in your
organization? Did it go down with a loud crash? Or
was it slowly and quietly suffocated by other
competing priorities? By the time it finally
disappeared, it s likely no one even noticed. What
happened? The whirlwind of urgent activity required
to keep things running day-to-day devoured all the
time and energy you needed to invest in executing
your strategy for tomorrow. "The 4 Disciplines of
Execution" can change all that forever.
Be a more effective leader with strategic thinking
Leading with Strategic Thinking reveals what
effective leaders do differently. Eschewing the onesize-fits-all leadership model, this helpful guide
outlines four general leadership types and
demonstrates how each type achieves success –
whether through personal vision, structured process,
collaboration, or by empowering others. The authors
identify the actions and skills that distinguish
strategic leadership, drawn from interviews and
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focus groups with over three hundred leaders from
around the world. Examples and case studies
illustrate these concepts in action, and the provided
reference materials steer readers toward more
advanced information on this important topic. The
disruptive forces of technology and globalization
raise new challenges for leaders. This book is a
manual that will help executives and aspiring leaders
harness these forces and address the two central
questions of strategic leadership: How do the best
leaders develop their strategy? How do effective
leaders drive strategic change? Becoming a
strategic leader isn’t about mimicking an icon. The
most effective leaders seize opportunity in a way that
consciously integrates environmental requirements,
stakeholder expectations, and personal ability.
Leading with Strategic Thinking shows what these
leaders do, and gives anyone the tools to be a more
strategic leader.
The must-read summary of Larry Bossidy and Ram
Chaean's book: "Execution: The Discipline of Getting
Things Done" This complete summary of the ideas
from Larry Bossidy and Ram Chaean's book
"Execution" shows that the gap between what a
company promises and the results it actually
achieves is the biggest issue facing businesses. This
summary names and explains the key building
blocks needed by a company for efficient and
consistent execution, thus effectively giving you the
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tools to improve execution in your own company.
Added-value of this summary: • Save time •
Understand key concepts • Expand your business
knowledge To learn more, read "Excecution" and
discover a corporate vision which is squarely
grounded in reality.
If there is one thing that is certain in business, it is
uncertainty. Still, there are great organizations that perform
consistently and with excellence, regardless of the conditions.
This practical book is about getting predictable results in good
timesand bad by applying four key principles.
ExecutionThe Discipline of Getting Things DoneCurrency
Children in today's world are inundated with information about
who to be, what to do and how to live. But what if there was a
way to teach children how to manage priorities, focus on
goals and be a positive influence on the world around them?
The Leader in Meis that programme. It's based on a hugely
successful initiative carried out at the A.B. Combs Elementary
School in North Carolina. To hear the parents of A. B Combs
talk about the school is to be amazed. In 1999, the school
debuted a programme that taught The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective Peopleto a pilot group of students. The parents
reported an incredible change in their children, who
blossomed under the programme. By the end of the following
year the average end-of-grade scores had leapt from 84 to
94. This book will launch the message onto a much larger
platform. Stephen R. Covey takes the 7 Habits, that have
already changed the lives of millions of people, and shows
how children can use them as they develop. Those habits -be proactive, begin with the end in mind, put first things first,
think win-win, seek to understand and then to be understood,
synergize, and sharpen the saw -- are critical skills to learn at
a young age and bring incredible results, proving that it's
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never too early to teach someone how to live well.
Explains how companies must pinpoint business strategies to
a few critically important choices, identifying common
blunders while outlining simple exercises and questions that
can guide day-to-day and long-term decisions.
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